Flexible nanograss with highest combination of transparency and haze for optoelectronic plastic substrates.
Transparent polymer substrates have recently received increased attention for various flexible optoelectronic devices. Optoelectronic applications such as solar cells and light emitting-diodes would benefit from substrates with both high transparency and high haze, which increase how much light scatters into or out of the underlying photoactive layers. In this letter, we demonstrate a new flexible nanograss plastic substrate that displays the highest combination of transparency and haze in the literature for polyethylene terephthalate (PET). As opposed to other nanostructures that increase haze at the expense of transparency, our nanograss demonstrates the potential to improve both haze and transparency. Furthermore, the monolithic nanograss may be fabricated in a facile scalable maskless reactive ion etching process without the need for additional lithography or synthesis of nanostructures. Our 9 μm height nanograss sample exhibits a transparency and haze of 92.4% and 89.4%, respectively, and our 34 μm height nanograss displays a transparency and haze of 91.0% and 97.1%, respectively. We also performed durability experiments that demonstrate these nanostructured PET substrates are robust from bending and show similar transmission and haze values after 5000 cycles of bending.